
Syresham Parish Council 
 

Silverstone Circuit Liaison Group March 25th 2021 3.00p.m. via zoom 
Introductions around the table including those who are moving from SNC to WNC.  I did not have details of 
MEPC meeting before hand, so haven’t attended them since 2019. 

Stuart Pringle – Chief Exec at Silverstone gave a general update on the difficulties that the company 
continued to face, but focussed on confidence that things will be rebuilt in good time.  There had been 
significant redundancies, and cuts in service. 

Main challenge re the 2021 F1GP, we do not know how many are allowed in from 17th May. Sports venues 
go to Max 10,000 spectators.  June date will hopefully allow increases.  Vaccinations will be leading the way.  

Bottom line is that we can only anticipate 10,000, and tickets are currently being sold with full refund facility. 

• Behind closed doors? Less likely, given that grandstands are well spread.  F1 have their own 
challenges.  21st June deadline is tricky at present.   

• Cannot predict which way it will go. Likely to be mid-May before we know.   

• Silverstone Experience hopefully opening 20 May?   

• Hotel construction is back on again and should be open for Christmas and party business.   

• “Lap-Land 2021” planned Wed 24th November to Monday January 3rd.   

• Lap-land 2020 was such a great success for the circuit.  

• Hotel driver is conferences and exhibitions. So early 2022 exhibitions etc. are flooding in. 

• Classic end July/August should be normal business also Moto GP at August BH weekend too.   

• Developers working successfully for 60 luxury private accommodation on Whittlebury side. 

Alex Lacey – events manager report:- 

• February was busier for F1 testing etc. than expected.   

• Driving experiences and racing from 17 April anticipated.   

• 17th May date for public attendance at events.   

• Updated calendar to come with minutes.   

• Hoping that things will run forward successfully.  

• 24hr event end of May.  Calendar will include large scale corporate events 

Noise – original strategy document in place and still relevant.  New Noise monitoring system developing in 
place.   Chris Beale of SPLTrack – his background is in festivals and events with poor noise management. They 
are working on various circuits and venues across the country.  They work to normalise sound levels over a 
period of time.  Proactive approach to ensure vehicles do not reach unacceptable levels.  The system has a 
complaint monitoring facility.  Meters are placed at locations where the vehicles are moving at top speed 
and where max acceleration takes place. Once installed any complaints can be monitored and pursued.  
More relevant to Whittlebury and Silverstone and other nearby parishes. 

Improved website and social media.  Resident passes still available.  Further details will emerge in time. 
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